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Letter to the White Race

White Man!

We regret to inform you that your kind has been 
slated for termination. We, the various Third 
World majorities of Africa, Asia, India, South 
America, and the Middle East assert that your 
long history of success at building civilizations, 
developing new technologies, creating stable 
governments, fostering good will, feeding much 
of the world, and increasing peace and prosper-
ity even amongst the riotous hordes of our own 
homelands, has made us envious and resentful 
of you. We, who make up 92% of the global 
population, feel that we can no longer accept 
the great disparity between your success and 
our abject failure. The solution to this inequality 
should be obvious to all concerned.

Continued on Page 11

The Obama Presidency
It’s finally happened. The triumphal ascension to the seat of 
power once graced by Washington, Jefferson & Jackson of a 
mulatto who plainly stated in his autobiography: “I found a 
solace in nursing a pervasive sense of grievance and animos-
ity against my mother’s race”....

Well, this coronation is hardly a surprise, really, considering 
eight disastrous years of the neo-con moron Bush, who lied 
us into the catastrophic Iraq war for the sole benefit of Israel, 
and who blithely allowed his globalist Big Business pay-
masters to destroy our jobs & financial security in the most 
gigantic theft in American history. Then there was the idiotic 
Republican Establishment’s foisting the geriatric “more-of-
the-same” McCain onto the American people, who had risen 
up in outrage against the boring little warmonger’s open 
borders policies just last year.

The combining of these repulsive political facts with the last 
vital key - the incessant cheerleading of the controlled media 
- made Obama’s victory virtually inevitable.

So, what does it all mean for White Americans?

Continued on Page 2

HUSH CRIMES
The Truth about Interracial Rape 

• Whites form a race with interests requir-
ing their separation from other races. 

• The foremost enemy of the White race is 
the international jew, which uses its media 
and political control to forcibly mix Whites 
with coloreds, bringing about genocide via 
murder and miscegenation. 

• Opposition to the jew’s genocidal scheme 
is called “hate” in controlled media, but the 
truth is that ‘haters’ are freedom fighters in 
a war for White liberation. 
 
•  We pledge our lives, fortunes and sacred 
honor to resist Jewish Tyranny by every 
means until White liberation is achieved. 
 

How the Jewish  
Supremacists Wrecked 
America

The Bailout

$700 billion to bail out the financial 
industry! Actually, over $800 billion 
once they got done “sweetening” the 
bailout package. That is what the US 
Congress voted to allow Treasury 
Secretary Henry Paulson to hand 
over to his Wall Street buddies, with 
virtually no oversight.  
And that was just for openers.

The Federal Reserve and the US Treasury on their own 
have dispensed hundreds of billions more to financial 
firms. What’s more, the Federal Reserve, which is a pri-
vate company owned by foreign bankers, refuses
to identify to whom it has given the US taxpayer dollars 
that it has loaned into existence out of thin air (created 
from debt that will hobble our children and their chil-
dren).

Literally billions of those taxpayer-funded bailout dollars 
now are being paid to Wall Street big shots in the form of 
year-end bonuses, if you can believe it, on top of multi-
million-dollar salary and benefits
packages. Bonuses ... for failing.

See Page 6
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News, Radio, and commentary from a White perspective Uncensored Free speech - All viewpoints welcome!

The Aryan Alternative
News and Commentary from a White Perspective

1. They have destroyed our pride in our 
history, and a nation that loses its sense 
of history soon ceases to be a nation.

2. They have labeled our beloved 
Founding Fathers as “racists” and 
“white slavers,” ignoring the great repre-
sentative republic that these men constructed.

3. They have promoted multiculturalism, celebrating 
every culture–no matter how backward and barbaric–
except for Western White European culture. As Jewish 
Marxist intellectual thug Susan Sontag stated in a poi-
sonous rant “The white race is the cancer of humanity.” 

4. They have torn our borders open, permitting, indeed 
cheering, the Third World dregs who will soon replace 
us as the majority. The Javitzes, the Lautenbergs and 
Cellers meticulously designed the legislation (Immigra-
tion and Nationality Act of 1965) that will genocide us. 
They have done all this while simultaneously–and with 
no sense of irony–supporting Israel’s “Jews-only” im-
migration policy.

It’s The Jews, Stupid
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- Alex Linder

Cowardice has been the White mans prime 
survival strategy for at least the last 4 decades, 
and it afflicts us all, to one degree or another. 
Cowardice, you see, makes our lives easier and 
safer. It’s politically correct, the national status 
quo, what’s expected, and is demanded by 
popular culture.

It is impossible for any White man to be a 
real man in this Jew created and ruled society, 
which forbids White men to unite and stick to-
gether. White men can only pretend to be men, 
and even then, fool no one but themselves. 
Alone, we have no choice, but to be cowards. 
Only when we come together into White orga-
nizations and are under strong leaders can we 
begin to regain our manhood.

Cowardice is the White 
Mans Survival Strategy

Continued on Page 7
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J E W S
Who Controls 

The Federal Reserve Bank?

by Ian Mosley

Ever since the creation of the Federal Reserve system in 1913, EVERY 
SINGLE CHAIRMAN of the Fed, without exception, has been Jewish. 
That tradition has continued in the appointment by President Dubya of 
Ben Shalom Bernanke (Yes, that’s his real middle name) as successor to 
Alan Greenspan.

It is difficult to overstate the importance of the Federal Reserve in 
maintaining the Judaic control not only of our American economy and 
politics, but the economy and statecraft of the entire world. Very few 
people in America even understand what the Federal Reserve is, despite 
the fact that every single dollar bill in their wallets bears the description 
“Federal Reserve Note.” Many people think that they are working to 
earn “American money” or “U. S. dollars” and that the green pieces of 
paper in their wallets are in some way connected with the United States 
or backed by the United States government. They are not. They are Fed-
eral Reserve notes–PRIVATELY printed money issued under contract to 
the U. S. by a JEWISH controlled corporation.

Federal Reserve notes are not backed by gold, silver, or any other 
precious metal, as was the case up until 1934 when Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt recalled the last of the gold certificates. People sometimes 
wonder why the United States even bothers to maintain a gold reserve at 
Fort Knox. Simple–it is to keep gold out of the hands of the people. The 
last year any American coins contained silver was 1964.

The Federal Reserve and the Jews who control it have their claws in 
a stranglehold around America’s throat. They alone decide how much 
money will be in circulation, hence the rate of inflation. They alone 
decide on prime interest rates, hence the power to inflate huge multina-
tional banks and financial institutions with obscene profits or send the 
American economy crashing down into a depression with a few taps on 
a computer keyboard and a public announcement. The mighty Stock Ex-
change itself is nothing but a toy 
balloon on a string for the Jews 
who run the Federal Reserve; they 
can manipulate the market and 
stock prices at will and pop the 
balloon any time they want.

America will never be truly free 
until the Federal Reserve and the 
Jews who control it have been 
brought down and replaced by a 
genuine national currency backed 
by precious metals or some other 
benchmark of real-world value.

New Federal Reserve Chairman:  
Yet Another Jew

 
White America’s Final Warning

by N.B. Forrest

• More Pro-Negro, Anti-White Laws:

More competent Whites denied jobs, scholarships, 
etc. in favor of incompetent Affirmative Action 
blacks, and perhaps even the theft of White working 
people's hard-earned wages for the "reparations" that 
have been demanded for so long by loudmouthed  
negro agitators (what do they think WELFARE as?)

• America's Borders Will Remain Wide Open to the Invading Third World Hordes:

The immigration policies of Obama & McCain are indistinguishable. Obama is every bit as deep in the 
pockets of the Chamber of Commerce crooks demanding cheap peasant labor as McCain was.

So expect to see ever more brown wetback faces in our last remaining majority White communities - and the 
greatly increased crime, noise & environmental destruction those ugly faces inevitably represent.

• The Eventual Total Destruction of White America:

This last will no doubt sound like a wild overstatement to some who read this. Oh, it certainly won't take 
place all at once, of course, and it won't be completed during Obama's administration, either. But the am-
nesty for tens of millions of illegal alien invaders proposed by Obama and the new Democrat Congressional 
majority WILL CAUSE COUNTLESS MILLIONS MORE TO INVADE - just as such amnesties always 
have before. In a few years, those who receive amnesty will be allowed to become citizens. And they will 
vote for many more non-white candidates who will enact many more anti-white laws - just as they helped 
turn the tide for Obama.

White Americans will be out-numbered, out-voted, and out of time.

"Well, so what?", some brainwashed, self-hating whites will say. "To oppose it is racist, because it stands in 
the way of the colorblind, racially-blended country America was always meant to be but never was!"

Even the most elementary study of history will prove beyond all doubt that AMERICA WAS NEVER 
MEANT TO BE RACIALLY MIXED OR COLORBLIND: the first Naturalization Act of 1791 restricted 
citizenship to "free WHITE persons". Virtually ALL of America's greatest leaders until just the last 60 years 
or so were what today would be smeared as "racist" - and proud of it, too.

A few choice quotes from two of the most famous........
 
Thomas Jefferson:

"Nothing is more certainly written in the book of fate than that these people [Negroes] are to be free. Nor is 
it less certain that the two races, equally free, cannot live in the same government. Nature, habit, opinion 
has drawn indelible lines of distinction between them."

Continued on pg. 5

 
  by Attorney Edgar Steele - www.conspiracypenpal.com

These guys should have been fired years ago, but we allowed them to take 
full control of America's banks and corporations through illegal payoffs to 
our elected representatives, who then confirmed them into
top government policy-making positions (like Treasury Secretary Hank Paul-
son, who two years ago took hundreds of millions in salary and bonus for his 
position with the Goldman Sachs banking firm).

Nothing for Workers

Meanwhile, the workers of America - the very people who made possible the financial industry that now 
plunders the heart of the American dream - are facing the bleakest times in memory. Just two days (Dec 08)
ago, Congress refused to authorize a mere $14 billion in loans to the Big Three automakers. Loans that 
would have had to be paid back - not hundreds of billions given simply in exchange for worthless securities
and equity, as in the case of the financial bailout. Loans secured by the last truly productive, large-scale 
manufacturing plants and assets in America, manned by the last truly productive factory workers in 
America.

Billions for bankers - nothing for workers. How typical for what America now has become.

Git a Rope!

It is beyond me why people aren't marching in the streets of Washington, DC, right this minute, torching 
government office buildings. Or on Wall Street, hauling out those corporate fat cats and stringing them up 
from lamp posts.

For years, I have predicted that America would crumble under its own financial weight. For years, I have 
forecast the "balkanization" of America. Never did I dream that it would be so blatant, however. Never did 
I consider that the people would allow America's governmental and corporate elite so openly to plunder the 
wealth of our country. This goes well beyond the thievery that Boris Yeltsin engendered in the Soviet Union 
and which led to its demise.

Billions of dollars have flowed to banks, ostensibly to make loans to American businesses, so that they 
would hire the unemployed to make things that their newly-hired fellow workers then would buy, thereby 
jump-starting the productive engine of the American economy. What are bankers doing with those loan 
proceeds? Acquiring other banks or sending them abroad, to buy other banks to loan to businesses in other 
countries. 

..Continued on pg. 4

“The Obama Presidency”
—CONT’D from cover

“The Bailout” — CONT’D from cover
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By Patrick Grimm
 
5. They have created, pushed and profited from pornography 
and perverse entertainment. The “Chosen” make up 90% of all 
American pornographers. The Hollywood they run has main-
streamed wife-swapping, common law marriages, pedophilia, 
scatology, licentious sex, drug and alcohol abuse and self-indul-
gence. Bestiality will be next on the list. In fact, they are already 
releasing a documentary portraying men who have sex with 
horses.

6. They have brought homosexuality out of the closet and 
into our faces. Sodomy is shown in their media and movies as 
normal, healthy, enjoyable and something to celebrate openly in 
as brazen a fashion as possible. They have founded, funded and 
fronted every homosexual advocacy group in America. To op-
pose the flaunting of buggery is now considered “old-fashioned” 
and “reactionary.”

7. They have brainwashed our children. With their control of 
the institutes of “higher” learning, they have filled the minds 
of the young with Marxism, Deconstructionism, relativism, 
anti-white self-hatred and lies about “diversity” and non-judg-
mentalism. These sundry “isms” are the pernicious lies that have 
jettisoned the positive “isms” that once bloomed in our society: 
patriotism, altruism, individualism, nationalism, etc. Jewish aca-
demics like Noel Ignatiev now fearlessly call for the “death 
of whiteness” with nary a squeak of protest.

8. They have subverted our government. With Zionist con-
trol of media, both print and television, the two major political 
parties and the highest echelons of government, our foreign and 
domestic policy has been steered away from the interests of the 
European-American majority, rendering us incapable of self-
preservation. The war in Iraq, the 9/11 attacks and a possible 
clash with Iran in the near future, are all results of the Zion-
ist subjugation of the most powerful nation on earth, and the 
prioritizing of Israel’s concerns over those of the United States. 
Our taxpayers now fork over nearly six billion dollars a year in 
money and weaponry to this rogue state, with little to show for 
it except the hatred of the entire planet and the punishment of 
higher oil prices from the Arab world.

9. They have force-fed the propaganda of radical feminism to 
American women and girls. Thanks to the steady diet of anti-
male, anti-marriage and anti-family books, lectures and college 
courses from the likes of the Steinems, the Friedans and the Ab-
zugs, many women now see the prospect of marriage and child-
rearing as an impediment to their liberation. This has resulted in 
a sharply decreased white birthrate.

10. They have made abortion into a sacrament. Planned Par-
enthood, the National Abortion Rights Action League (NARAL) 
and every other leftist pro-abortion promoter and provider in 
America is run from top to bottom by “the Chosen”. Unlimited 
and unregulated abortion on demand is lauded and touted in the 
controlled media as a positive social good for the United States. 
Thirty-four years after Roe v. Wade and with over 40 million 
abortions under their belts, these same groups still cheer and ap-
plaud for more. And with most abortion rights organizations top-
heavy with Jews and a large percentage of abortion doctors also 
being Jewish, they have definitely made a killing out of killing.

11. They have sold us the packaged and deliberate lies of 
egalitarianism. All races are equal in intelligence, morality, ac-
complishments and potential, except of course, for one. The Jew-
ish “race”, as their own leaders refer to their people, is declared 
by Jewish anthropologists to be “superior.” The lies of Montagu, 
Gould and Franz Boas have infected and displaced true science. 
According to these charlatans, Jews are uniquely intelligent, 
uniquely moral and a group that stands above all other groups in 
its supremacy. They truly believe they have a God-given right to 
rule over us. To criticize their pernicious power is the most egre-
gious societal taboo. It will result in the loss of reputation and 
livelihood and remove any individual–no matter how acclaimed 
they once were–from the realm of “respectable” society.

12. They have propelled forward and profited from the social 
experiment called “racial integration,” a failed experiment 
that is killing European-Americans. With Jews at the helm of 
the black civil rights movement, “headed” by their pawn, Martin 
Luther King, Jr., a charlatan plagiarizer and philandering minis-
ter whose speeches and writings were the product of his handler, 
Jewish Communist attorney Stanley Levinson, the rights of 
white Americans were steamrolled. This was done with the help 
of a pliant and gushing Jewish media bound and determined to 
decrease the power of Euro-Americans forever. Jews founded the 
NAACP and headed it until the 1970s, not out of any benevo-
lence toward blacks, but only to use them as a “proletariat” to 
finally seal Jewish hegemony over the institutions of the United 
States in the long run, thus guaranteeing the weakening and 
dumbing-down of white education and increased violence, rape 
and murder of the white majority. The 60% of violent crime com-

mitted in this country by “African-Americans” is then 
covered up or buried by the mainstream media, now 
firmly in Jewish hands. This, in essence, is an attempt 
to hide from the livid eyes of whites the abject failure 
and devastation of “integration.”

13. They have seized our language and steered it to 
the purposes of propaganda, with a little help from 
the Jew tube idiot box. A “racist” is now someone 
who is appalled by black crime and the brutalizing 
of our white women and children by violent rape and 
murder. It is anyone who doesn’t want white people to 
be wiped off the face of the earth forever. An “anti-
Semite” is no longer someone who hates Jews, but 
someone the Jews hate. Any soul who dares to men-
tion aloud any aspect or plank of their sick and ghoul-
ish anti-European death creed now leveled against us 
is likened to a Nazi goose-stepper sans the arm band 
and brown shirt. This would include a sizeable cross-
section of the population who are now awakened and 
becoming hyper-aware of the reality of Jewish perfidy.

14. They have controlled our currency with the counterfeiting scheme that is the Federal Reserve, its 
umbilical cord of sustenance interfaced with the Jewish Rothschild banking cartel run from the financial nerve 
center of world Jewry located in London, England. Since 1913, and intermittently on and off again through-
out US history, Jews have sunk their vampire fangs into the currency of our nation. This nexus of dominance, 
more than any other, must be broken, smashed, its reins handed back to the people and the government of our 
country, rather than a private corporation operated top to bottom by power-hungry greed-head Jewish extremist 
money-men and international bankers who are in all truth, globalists and internationalists, intent on robbing the 
American people of their livelihood and their birthright, just as our Founding Fathers warned us they would. 
Until we get this banking power off of our backs, we will never be free of Jewish tyranny. We will instead be 
bankrupt and subservient to their evil power agenda.

And on and on it goes. Everything on this list can be easily verified. Jews, mostly Zionist in nature, have 
spearheaded every movement or cause that now threatens our destruction and brings us to the edge of 
extinction and annihilation. And now the leviathan of Zionism and Talmudic Judaism extends its tentacles into 
every facet of our country and indeed into almost every other nation and culture residing upon the earth. With 
its expansion comes the debauching and sundering of all peoples, all heritages and all traditions. What will we 
do to stop it? Will we fear and quake before the strawmen buzzwords of “anti-Semite” and “hater”, or will we 
stand and battle for the survival of civilization? It is up to all of us, Christians of both the right and the left, 
moderate Muslims who eschew violence, anti-Zionist Jews of conscience and indeed people of no particular 
religious persuasion. We must rage against the dying of the light, but that is not enough. All of us must kick at 
the evil and the darkness of Zionism and Jewish supremacism until it bleeds daylight.

 
 

Bernie Madoff; Would you buy a used Mutual Fund from this guy?

The Madoff Affair: A Guide to the Perplexed Antisemite

By Israel Shamir

Israel Shamir is that intrepid Talmudic Scholar/Israeli Veteran who has de-
veloped the incredible fortitude to expose the Jewish extremists with almost as 
much energy of, dare I say it, David Duke. He is multilingual, yet his English 
which is not his mother’s tongue is impeccable and more than that, extremely 
literary. Once more we have the pleasure of his weighing in on the latest scan-
dal, the Madoff Affair. One of the things that Dr. Shamir exposes is that Madoff 
actually ripped off far more Gentiles than Jews, but in the controlled media, only Jewish losses really count. 
If in the Second World War 60 million Christians perish, it is the 6 million alleged Jewish victims that receive 
the lion share of media coverage. This Christmas (oops, sorry, I mean winter holidays!) there is a whole spate 
of Holocaust derived movies, but not any films in sight for the many more millions of Russians, Poles, Eastern 
Europeans, Germans who suffered in horrible ways.  

The thinking-man’s antisemite would be baffled what to make out of the Madoff Affair. Should he rejoice or 
bewail? If you read Jewish newspapers, you’d think that “antisemites” - the vast majority of mankind, accord-
ing to Jewish sources (”scratch a goy and you’ll find an anti-Semite”) - should be bursting with joy.

Bradley Burston enthused in Haaretz: “For the true anti-Semite, Christmas came early this year. The anti-
Semite’s new Santa is Bernard Madoff. The answer to every Jew-hater’s wish list. The Aryan Nation at its most 
delusional couldn’t have come up with anything to rival this”. He is echoed by the execrable Lipstadt: “He is 
an antisemite’s dream. The worst of them could not have dreamt up such a story.” And the ADL confirms: “We 
expect the antisemites to have a field day. They will exploit it.”

One would think that Jewish mega-cheats are a rare species, like white ravens. This is hardly the case. Dr. Wil-
liam Pierce made his valuable observation some years ago: “Jews aren’t the only crooks, but they’re certainly 
the biggest crooks. If you hear about a 100-thousand-dollar swindle, it could be anybody. If you hear about a 
100-million-dollar swindle, then you know that it has to be a Jew.” Even more so if we hear about a 50-billion-
dollar swindle!

Pierce reminded his readers about Michael Milken, Ivan Boesky, Marty Siegel, Dennis Levine and the insider-
trading scandal that nearly wrecked Wall Street a dozen years ago– and incidentally bankrupted tens of thou-
sands of ordinary Americans who lost their investments as a result of the artificial manipulation of stock prices. 
Every major actor in that scandal was a Jew.

“Remember the enormous savings-and-loan catastrophe during the 1980s that ended up costing American 
taxpayers 500 billion dollars? A big part of the reason for the collapse of the savings-and-loan industry in the 
1980s was the huge investments in so-called ‘junk bonds’ by so many savings-and-loan institutions. And the 
man behind the junk bonds –the financial genius persuading the savings-and-loans to buy them–was none other 
than Michael Milken.”

One can fine-tune Pierce: the big crooks and swindlers are not necessarily Jews but they are devoted to Jewish 
causes, be it the Holocaust cult or the Zionist cause. When it comes to charity, an American cheat, whether goy 

“How The Jewish Supremacists Wrecked America” — CONT’D from cover

“Who Suffered the Most from the Madoff Theft?”

www.govnn.com
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Banks also are loaning those funds back to 
the Federal
Reserve for a pittance in interest pay-
ments. But it does not appear that any of 
that money actually is trickling down to the 
workers.

Twice the Chance of Disaster Today

In the Fifties, it was unusual for Mom to 
be working, as Dad's salary was enough 
to support a family. Today, it is necessary 
that both parents work. Why? Because our 
government stole well over half the value 
of the dollar from us in that short time span 
by printing more dollars than justified by 
increases in productivity. That is called 
monetary inflation, which inexorably leads 
to price inflation. You know - the price in-
flation that caused the purple 3-cent postage 
stamp from the Fifties to morph into today's 42-cent first-class stamp!

Now, with unemployment surging past 15%, far above the 6% or 7% to which the gov-
ernment will admit (thank Bill Clinton for that little revision in economic reporting), we 
learn that losing just half the family income is enough to engender catastrophe on par with 
Depression

I. Twice the workers per family means twice the chance for economic disaster. Half the 
income simply does not pay the bills, let alone put food on the table.

Just Say Ho

The workers now are tapped out. We can't refinance the house again to pay off the credit 
cards. If we had an unused home-equity credit line, that now has been closed. We can't 
charge any more to our credit cards, either - Chase Bank, among others, just this week sent 
out millions of letters notifying cardholders that credit-card limits have been dropped to 
just above our current account balances. Talk about a credit squeeze.

And the timing is magnificent in its irony: Just as we were getting desperate enough to max 
out our credit cards so that the kids might have a little something on Christmas morning 
this year. We knew we had that credit-card headroom, small as it was, available if all else 
failed. Well, all else now has failed and the very bankers who are paying themselves multi-
million-dollar year-end bonuses from our tax dollars (our kids' tax dollars, actually) have 
seen to it that all we
get for Christmas is the proverbial lump of coal. Just say Ho.

What Will It Take?  

What will it take, folks? How long before you figure out that they intend to grind us into 
the dust and you decide to do something about it? You can't really be blamed for re-elect-
ing them, I suppose, as there was nobody but them on the ballots. But, you can be blamed 
for not doing what people in other countries are doing right now: rioting and demanding 
the heads of the corporate, financial and government elite.

Yes We Can't

I was willing to give Barack Obama the benefit of the doubt immediately after the election, 
but now he has announced his cabinet positions and economic team. They are straight out 
of the Clinton and Zionist playbook and already are promising more of the same. Obama 
surrounds himself with the very people who created America's problems, yet points to 
himself and says that he, himself, is the "change" he promised.

Sorry, Barack, it pains me to turn on you before you even take office, but your actions are 
speaking too loudly for me to hear you anymore.Yes we can't, in other words.

or Jew, does not care for poor Americans or for starving Africans. He gives his 
tithe to the Jewish cause. This was the case with Madoff. 
He contributed a lot to Jewish causes, so he had to be 
a swindler. (In “The Man Higher Up” from my book 
Pardes, I explain why).

So, why should the proverbial antisemite rejoice at 
Madoff’s fall, if it was as much to be expected as the 
morning dawn? Is it because there were “a number of 
prominent Diaspora Jews among the victims, including 
Nobel laureate Elie Wiesel, movie director Steven Spielberg, and real-estate mag-
nate Mortimer Zuckerman”, as the Wall Street Journal reported?

James Petras thinks it should rather disappoint antisemites: “Madoff struck a 
severe blow against anti-Semites who claim that there is a ‘close-knit Jewish 
conspiracy to defraud the Gentiles’, laying that canard to rest once and for all.  
Among Bernard Madoff’s principal victims were his closest Jewish friends and 
colleagues, people who shared Seder meals and frequented the same upscale 
temples in Long Island and Palm Beach.”  [An edited version of Petras' article is 
appended below.]

This is also the view of Michael Hoffman: “Madoff’s enormous heist … under-
cuts a stereotype of the Jew-haters: that Jews are always …robbing gentiles and 
profiting communally from the rip-off. This is sheerest ignorance… Contrary to 
the received opinion, Judaism is not good for Jews. They may cheat the gentiles 
first, but sooner or later they’ll give each other a haircut too.” Hoffman goes 
even further and says, “The biggest victims of Judaism are not gentiles but Jews 
themselves.”

One hesitates to disabuse his noble heart. Though Hoffman’s generous statement 
certainly is correct in a deep spiritual sense, the Judaic strategy, in the medium-
run, is a winning one in the practical sense. From bankruptcy to bankruptcy, from 
swindle to swindle, from one insurance fraud to the next — the aggregate wealth 
of the Jewish community permanently grows thanks to intra-Jewish philanthropy. 
Yes, Spielberg and Yeshiva University lost some cash in this debacle, but other-
wise, billions of dollars came in and remained within the Jewish community. One 
may view Madoff as a Jewish suicide bomber: he blew himself up financially, 
and the immediate losses to a few Jewish investors were just so much collateral 
damage. But the bottom line was a major, permanent transfer of gentile wealth to 
the Jews.

As always, denunciations of antisemitism serve to cover up the hard facts. We 
hear of ruined Jewish investors, BUT the majority of Madoff’s fools were non-
Jewish, correctly observed Peter Myers’ correspondent Leo Schmit from Kanda-
har, Afghanistan. “The majority of Madoff’s fools were non-Jewish individuals, 
banks, funds and firms. The claim that Jewish foundations are taking the ‘biggest 
hit’ is evidently not true. The harm to Jewish foundations is dwarfed by the dam-
age done to numerous financial institutions, funds and firms as listed by Henri 
Blodget.” Besides, the Jewish American investors (as opposed to the European 
non-Jews and their banks) will get their investment back under the US govern-
ment’s financial fraud protection scheme.

So, antisemites have no reason to rejoice. A Jewish crook is nothing new; a suc-
cessful Jewish crook is nothing new, either. Jews did not lose, they won. Their 
complaints and regrets are as true as Madoff’s accounting. Dr Petras’ joy was 
premature, too, as he wrote: “The swindle may lessen funding for AIPAC’s pur-
chase of Congressional influence and financing of propaganda campaigns in favor 
of a pre-emptive US military attack against Iran.” Not so fast, Jim! Even if some 
Jewish and Zionist organizations lost money, the total sum of Jewish holdings 
increased, and this new wealth will again find its way to the Zionist Lobby and 
other such bodies. 
Does this mean that nothing can be done about it? No. Where there is a will, there 
is a way.

While it would be unfair to confiscate the private funds of innocent Jewish 
individuals in compensation for the Jewish fraudsters’ misdeeds, the holdings 
of “the Jewish people” are fair game. Now these vast holdings are mortmain, as 
was Church property in the Middle Ages. Mortmain, or “Dead Hand”, means 
one can’t sue them. All losses are yours, while only the profits are theirs. Such 
a regime is too good to last forever. The Reformation would never have taken 
place but for the Dead Hand rule of the Church holdings. The princes finally had 
to expropriate the Church, otherwise it would have become too powerful and un-
dermined their own economic dominion. Now is the time to deal with the Jewish 
Dead Hand. They benefited from Madoff’s misdeed, now let them pay for it.

These holdings are controlled by still uncaught Madoffs and other Zionist leaders. 
The Jewish National Fund (JNF) “is a multi-national corporation with offices in 
about dozen countries world-wide. It receives millions of dollars from wealthy 
Jews around the world, most of which are tax-exempt contributions. JNF’s aim is 
to acquire and develop lands exclusively for the benefit of Jews. It leases land to 
Jews only.” Our friend Jonathan Cook from Nazareth described it as a racist in-
stitution of immense wealth and power. The JNF received funding from Madoff, 
and moreover, other people who earned money through Madoff’s schemes also 
supported the JNF.

Another possible mortmain body with vast holdings is the Conference on Jewish 
Material Claims against Germany. This Fund, according to Haaretz, received 
billions dollars’ worth of real estate in East Germany under a clause in German 
law that recognizes it as the owner of all assets belonging to Holocaust victims 
without heirs. Do not worry: this money is not helping poor old Jews anyway. 
A  Haaretz headline relates that “Survivors get tiny slice of Holocaust compensa-
tion”. This bulk of cash should be used to pay the defrauded gentiles.
While we’re at it, these and other Jewish communal bodies may be charged not 
only for the relatively tiny losses caused by Madoff, but for the much bigger 
ones caused by the Talmud-swearing Alan Greenspan and his Yeshiva-comrade 

“The Bailout” — CONT’D from p. 2

Ben Bernanke. There is no reason to hate Greenspan or to call him Public Enemy Number 
One: it will be enough to revert his main deed, the massive transfer of wealth from ordinary 
Americans to the super-rich and from them to the Jewish causes. Among these latter, the 
Simon Wiesenthal Tolerance Center should also be a prime target; this could save Jerusalem 
from the monstrosity that organization plans to build in the centre of Jerusalem on top of 
Mamilla Cemetery. (In order to be ‘tolerant’, by Simon Wiesenthal Tolerance standards, you 
must support gag laws and the bombing of Iran!)

Expropriation of these bodies will not harm a single honest person of Jewish origin. It’s 
the other way around:  it would remove the major reason for antagonism between Jews and 
non-Jews. Jews would know that there are no separate funds to take care of them and would 
recognize that they are in one boat with their non-Jewish fellow-citizens. And then the Jew-
ish Lobby would shrink to its natural size of, say, Cuban Lobby, and the US would recover 
from its sickness.

We, the Israelis, would be the biggest beneficiaries of such a move. Isaac Deutscher as-
cribed the negative developments in Israel to the influence of super-rich American Jews: “A 
wealthy American Jew is at heart proud to be a member of the Chosen People, and in Israel 
he exercises his influence in favour of religious obscurantism and reaction. He keeps alive 
the spirit of racial-talmudic exclusiveness and superiority. It feeds and inflames the antago-
nism towards the Arabs”. If they are made to pay for their tricks, not only antisemites, but 
Jews as well will have good reason to rejoice.
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Abraham Lincoln:

"I am not, nor ever have 
been in favor of bringing 
about in any way the social 
and political equality of the 
white and black races. I am 
not nor ever have been in 
favor of making voters or 
jurors of Negroes, nor quali-
fying them to hold office, nor 
to intermarry with White 
people."

"I can conceive of no greater 
calamity than the assimila-
tion of the negro into our 
social and political life as 
our equal."

Most of today's White Ameri-
cans (and especially the younger ones) are completely ignorant of their history. And they 
have been deliberately made so by the scam of public "education". Only a people cut off 
from its true heritage can be psychologically controlled and then destroyed.

But who are the ones behind this remarkably subtle destruction? And what do they have to 
gain from it?

Aside from the obvious non-Whites like negroes & Mexicans (both of which hate Whitey 
with a passion, but don't have the political power to unleash the full force of their animos-
ity quite yet) there are two main groups who support anti-White policies, for their own 
reasons:

Globalist Big Businessmen

As mentioned before, the greedy free trade race-traitors demand open borders for the 
cheap labor that wipes out the jobs of White Americans. They also ship good-paying jobs 
overseas to further stuff their already bulging pockets. Since they spend their lives fly-
ing all over the globe on private jets to meet with their corporate peers, many don't even 
consider themselves Americans anymore, but rather as cosmopolitan "Citizens of the 
World". To them, the concept of real nations with secure borders must be done away with. 
And in their arrogance, they don't give a damn that the vast majority of the world's people 
vehemently disagree.

What about the social chaos their "globaloney" causes? Hey, it doesn't affect THEM: They 
live in luxury on gated estates protected by minimum-wage rent-a-cops!

And now for the most important of the two chief anti-white groups:

Organized Jewry

Of course, one can freely rail against Big Business, and many will nod in eager agreement 
- but it's the taboo mention of THIS group that makes most of those same people recoil in 
horror (that fear is itself the proof of the tremendously disproportionate power of jewry).

For thousands of years, the jews have been thrown out of virtually every country in which 
they have resided: Egypt, Roman Palestine, all the countries of Europe, on & on - and 
it wasn't because all those vastly different nations and cultures were jealous of "God's 
Chosen People", as the jews and many a Bible-thumpin' idiot preacher will tell you. It 
was because jews were and are nation-destroyers. They suck the very lifeblood of their 
host peoples with their usury and other huge financial scams (for proof fresh from today's 
headlines, just look at all the hairy-pawed jews grabbing that $700 billion in bailout cash 
extorted from the American people.)

Organized jewry was applying relentless pressure for open borders decades before the 
"Gentile" money-worshipping swine caught on. They wanted open borders because it 
dilutes the White gene pool, and enables them to blend into the background of the new 
multiracial madhouse they've created, making the theft of our birthright so much easier.

Then there's their near-total control of Hollywood and the newsmedia. This is the decisive 
brainwashing machinery that makes all their plans possible. For 
the last century, the jews have been constantly bombarding White 
Americans (and Whites the world over) with their genocidal 
race-mixing, multicultural propaganda. They began slowly and 
carefully - lest they make the White frog jump out of their "Melt-
ing Pot" with a sudden shock - then gradually turned up the heat. 
That pot is now boiling over.

Here are some damning quotes straight from the camels’ - er, 
horses’- mouths:

"If we understand the mechanisms and motives of the group mind, it 
is now possible to control and regiment the masses according to our 
will without their knowing it .... Those who manipulate this unseen 
mechanism of society constitute an invisible government which is 
the true ruling power of our country .... It is they who pull the wires 
which control the public mind."- jew Edward Bernays, nephew of 
Sigmund Freud, and the father of modern advertising and public rela-
tions management

 
HEY WHITEY,  
MEET AMERICA'S FIRST FAMILY

"The goal of abolishing the white race is on its face so desirable that 
some may find it hard to believe that it could incur any opposition 
other than from committed white supremacists. Make no mistake 
about it, we intend to keep bashing the dead white males, and the 
live ones, and the females too, until the social construct known as 
‘the white race’ is destroyed - not ‘deconstructed’ but destroyed."

    --Noel Ignatiev, college professor and co-founder of Race Traitor, 
a so-called academic journal with the tagline "treason to whiteness is 
loyalty to humanity."

"If white men were not complaining, it would be an indication we 
weren't succeeding and making the inroads that we are."

    --Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, Jr., owner of The New York Times

"The truth is that Mozart, Pascal, Boolean Algebra, Shakespeare, 
parliamentary government, baroque churches, Newton, the emanci-
pation of women, Kant, Marx, and Ballanchine ballets don’t redeem 
what this particular civilization has wrought upon the world. The 
white race is the cancer of human history."

    --Susan Sontag, writer

"Every Jew, somewhere in his being, should set apart a zone of hate 
- healthy, virile hate - for what the German personifies and for what 
persists in the German. To do otherwise would be a betrayal of the 
dead."

    --Elie Wiesel, writer and activist, from his book Legends of Our 
Time

JEWISH QUOTES

Hammering out the jew, one broadcast at a time.

GOVNN.com

“The Obama Presidency” — CONT’D from p. 2Incidentally, I have looked into all the evidence and reviewed the hoo-ha over 
Obama's birth certificate and the Constitutional meaning of the phrase requiring that 
a President be a "natural-born citizen" of the US and concluded that Obama truly 
does not qualify to be President. That is my seasoned and professional legal opin-
ion, too, not just that of some de jure Constitutional sea lawyer.

Barack Obama quite simply is not a "natural-born citizen" of America. Can you be-
lieve it? The Supremes just announced that they would not consider the issue, either. 
This fact, alone, fatally compromises Obama and removes any possibility that he 
might "go off the reservation" in the manner that got JFK killed when he went up 
against the Federal Reserve, the CIA, Israel and the American (Jewish) mob.

Regardless, still I thank God that McCain and Palin will not be taking over next 
month. I have had quite enough of nutballs who claim that God wants America to 
kill Arabs. 

We've Been Had

America is finished. The American dream is dead.

We've been had, folks. Most of those aware enough to be reading these words know 
that, however. It's the others, the ones who won't get off the couch, turn off the TV 
and start thinking about what really is going on, who are the real problem. To them 
I say what the old codger on the porch in the remake of Texas Chainsaw Massacre 
said: "Yer already dead. Yer jist too stoopid to know it!"  
(www.conspiracypenpal.com)

www.vnnforum.com
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Plucky Little Israel 
America’s best friend, defending itself against an Islamo-
fascist Palestinian terrorist.

by Paul Sheehan
from the Sydney Morning Herald
May 20, 1995

The longest war America has ever fought is the Dirty War, and it 
is not over. It has lasted 30 years so far and claimed more than 25 
million victims. It has cost almost as many lives as the Vietnam 
War. It determined the result of last years congressional election. 
Yet the American news media do not want to talk about the Dirty 
War, which remains between the lines and unreported. In fact, to 
even suggest that the war exists is to be discredited. So lets start 
suggesting, immediately.

No matter how the crime figures are massaged by those who 
want to acknowledge or dispute the existence of a Dirty War, 
there is nothing ambiguous about what the official statistics 
portray: for the past 30 years a large segment of black America 
has waged a war of violent retribution against white America. 
And the problem is getting worse, not better. In the past 20 years, 
violent crime has increased more than four times faster than 
the population. Young blacks (under 18) are more violent than 
previous generations and are 12 times more likely to be arrested 
for murder than young whites. Nearly all the following figures, 
which speak for themselves, have not been reported in America:

* According to the latest US Department of Justice survey of 
crime victims, more than 6.6 million violent crimes (murder, 
rape, assault and robbery) are committed in the US each year, of which about 20 per cent, or 1.3 million, are inter-racial crimes.

* Most victims of race crime - about 90 per cent - are white, according to the survey “Highlights from 20 Years of Surveying 
Crime Victims”, published in 1993.

* Almost 1 million white Americans were murdered, robbed, assaulted or raped by black Americans in 1992, compared with 
about 132,000 blacks who were murdered, robbed, assaulted or raped by whites, according to the same survey.

Publisher Alex Linder being arrested 
while fighting for White Rights

DIVERSITY 
= 

DEATH

THOUGHT CRIME

“We must realize that our party’s most powerful weapon is racial tensions. By propounding into the conscious-
ness of the dark races that for centuries they have been oppressed by whites, we can mold them to the program of 
the Communist Party. In America we will aim for subtle victory. While inflaming the Negro minority against the 
whites, we will endeavor to instill in the whites a guilt complex for their exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid 
the Negroes to rise in prominence in every walk of life, in the professions and in the world of sports and enter-
tainment. With this prestige, the Negro will be able to intermarry with the whites and begin a process which will 
deliver America to our cause.” — Israel Cohen, ‘A Racial Program for the Twentieth Century’, 1912. Also in the 
Congressional Record, Vol. 103, p. 8559, June 7, 1957

All these "white" tramps we see with their hideous kinky-haired mulatto babies are the direct result - with many 
more to come.

But why on earth do jews have this insatiable desire to ruin us?

Because hatred is absolutely central to their history and to their religion. Most "Gentiles" think that the Old Testa-
ment is the main religious book of the jews, but it isn't: it's the Talmud. The Talmud is the collected sayings of 
the jewish "sages" down through the centuries - and it is absolutely chock-full of hatred for all non-jews, which it 
contemptuously calls "Goyim" (Hebrew for "cattle"). Some typical quotes from this most loathsome of books:

"Jehovah created the non-jew in human form so that the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-jew 
is consequently an animal in human form, and condemned to serve the jew day and night." - Midrasch Talpioth, p. 
225-L

"All property of other nations belongs to the jewish nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without 
any scruples."- Schalchan arach. Choszen Hasisxpat 348.

Even the best of the Goyim [non-jewish "cattle"] should be killed. - Abhodah Zarah (25b)T

Even though most modern jews are atheists, this savage tribal ethos of murderous hatred toward all non-jews - and 
especially toward Whites - remains an indelible part of their psyche:

"We are the destroyers and will remain the destroyers. Nothing you can do will meet our demands and needs. We 
will forever destroy because we want a world of our own." (You Gentiles, by jewish Author Maurice Samuels, p. 
155).

"We jews regard our race as superior to all humanity, and look forward, not to its ultimate union with other races, 
but to its triumph over them." (Goldwin Smith, jewish Professor of Modern History at Oxford University, October, 
1981)

In Conclusion:

The jewish/corporate-enabled election of Barack Obama is the handwriting on the wall for White Americans. If we 
don't wake the hell up and start to fight back against the insidious attacks of our deadly enemies NOW, while we 
still have the numbers, the future will grow ever darker, until at last we vanish from the face of the earth.

* Blacks thus committed 7.5 times more violent inter-racial crimes 
than whites even though the black population is only one-seventh 
the size of the white population. When these figures are adjusted on 
a per capita basis, they reveal an extraordinary disparity: blacks are 
committing more than 50 times the number of violent racial crimes 
of whites.

* According to the latest annual report on murder by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, most inter-racial murders involve black 
assailants and white victims, with blacks murdering whites at 18 
times the rate that whites murder blacks.

These breathtaking disparities began to emerge in the mid-1960s, 
when there was a sharp increase in black crime against whites, an 
upsurge which, not coincidentally, corresponds exactly with the 
beginning of the modern civil rights movement. Over time, the 
cumulative effect has been staggering.

Justice Department and FBI statistics indicate that between 1964 
and 1994 more than 25 million violent inter-racial crimes were 
committed, overwhelmingly involving black offenders and white 
victims, and more than 45,000 people were killed in inter-racial 
murders. By comparisons 58,000 Americans died in Vietnam, and 
34,000 were killed in the Korean war.When non-violent crimes 
(burglary, larceny, car theft and personal theft) are included, the 
cumulative totals become prodigious.

The Bureau of Justice Statistics says 27 million non-violent crimes 
were committed in the US in 1992, and the survey found that 31 per 
cent of the robberies involved black offenders and white victims 
(while only 2 per cent in the reverse).

When all the crime figures are calculated, it appears that black 
Americans have committed at least 170 million crimes against 
white Americans in the past 30 years. It is the great defining disaster 
of American life and American ideals since World War II. All these 
are facts, yet by simply writing this story, by assembling the facts in 
this way, I would be deemed a racist by the American news media. 
It prefers to maintain a paternalistic double-standard in its coverage 
of black America, a lower standard.

For more facts about Black on White crime visit  
http://www.govnn.com/dojstats

“The Race War of Black Against White”
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by Glenn Miller

White cowardice is like the proverbial elephant in the kitchen no 
one speaks about. But it’s there and everybody knows it, and it 
get’s bigger and stinks more every day.

The blacks, hispanics, and asians stick together. But Whites do not. 
And all the races know it. These facts are deeply ingrained into our minds. It’s the 
American culture now, the American perception, and an undeniable fact of Ameri-
can life. Each White man is like an island surrounded by a sea of violent colored 
humanity, the majority of whom hate us because we are white.

The typical White schoolboy, accustomed to black and hispanic machoism and 
White cowardice, is delighted when his older sister dates a black or hispanic. It 
makes school life safer and easier. He’ll be treated with more respect. His White 
peers will even envy his good fortune... Racial insanities continue and increase with 
each dwindling White generation.

White women have learned well through experience and by societal norms that 
White men will not, and should not, protect them. After all, women have been liber-
ated. They’re equal. White men have been liberated from their duty to defend White 
women. JOG’s laws and jews-media’s “political correctness” says so. Defending 
White women will be seen as racist. Let the cops defend them. So what if tens of 
thousands are raped and hundreds of thousands are assaulted yearly by black men. 
Neither the media, politicians, nor society makes a fuss about it. Why should I stick 
my neck out? Hell, I might be attacked myself if I get involved or even discuss the 
problem in public. Besides, I can always come up with an excuse. Play it safe. Don’t 
get involved. Go with the smart money. Let somebody else “do it.”

Women have always chosen cowardice and slavery over war and violence for the 
obvious reason they’re the weaker sex. And they have responded to White male 
cowardice in the only way they could. They kiss up to every male but White ones. 
And kissing up is politically correct, perfectly acceptable to all. The jews-media 
(especially TV sitcoms) teaches White women how to interact “properly” with 
colored men, in all situations. To interact differently is not in the White woman’s self 
interests. Not politically correct. Not good for her survival strategy. Mustn’t take the 
chance of being seen as racist.

We’ve all heard the cowardly alibi: “ I get along with blacks just fine. Long as they 
don’t bother me, I ain’t gonna bother them.” When you answer that alibi with: “But 
niggers rape tens of thousands of White women and violently assault over a million 
and a half White people each year,” (or a similar answer), you get silence and that 
blank spotlighted deer look, followed by loss of eye contact and usually a quick exit.

The self confessions of White cowardice has driven literally tens of millions of 
White Americans to try to escape it by undergoing a voluntary human metamorpho-
sis and becoming “part-Indian.” 95% would become proven liars by a simple DNA 
test, but their children grow up believing the lie. Abandoning the White race by 
becoming part Indian means not having to fight for white people or defend the white 
race in any way.

While president, Bill Clinton proclaimed to thousands of White college students: 
“I’ll be glad when whites are no longer the majority”, and was given loud cheers and 
applause. Not one boo. Not one protest. The President of the United
States publicly acknowledged the ongoing genocide against the White race and said 
it was good! And the popular-cultured, cowardly White mob agreed, enthusiastically.

Even active U.S. presidents are forced by Jew power to be cowards. I refer to the 
highly publicized taped conversation between Richard Nixon and Billy Graham. The 
audio tape of that 1972 conversation was kept secret for 30 years, then released in 
2002 and reported by TV and the press world wide.

Graham to Nixon; “Unless the Jewish stranglehold on the media is broken, this 
country is going down the drain.”

Nixon whispers in reply; “Oh yes. I agree. But we must never let anyone know we 
know.”

 
Former member of the House of Representatives, Dr David Duke - www.davidduke.com
 
As I predicted earlier, Congress dutifully passed the 
700 Billion Dollar Bailout, the biggest robbery in 
the history of the world. Hopefully, the American 
people will now finally understand that we no lon-
ger have representative government in this country. 
Every Congressman reported overwhelming opposi-
tion to bailout from their constituents. 

Almost all of them said that more than 95 percent 
opposed it. But the bailout still happened because it 
is the Jewish extremist elite that controls America, 
not the people of the United states. It comprises the 
most powerful lobby (AIPAC), provides most of 
the campaign financing of both parties (according 
to the Washington Post), dominates the Wall Street 
international corporations and federal reserve as illustrated by Goldman Sachs, and Ben Ber-
nanke of the FED, and it thoroughly dominates and influences the mass media to support the 
Jewish agenda no matter where it leads. It has lead us to the Iraq War and support of years of 
Israeli crimes against every true interest of the United States. It has even led to the cover-up 
of Israel terrorism against the United States. And now it has lead to a gigantic double theft, 
the hundreds of billions they originally stole from the economy in this mortgage scam and 
now the additional hundreds of billions more they have stolen with this bailout — God Save 
America!  

“The 700 billion dollar bailout: Biggest theft in world history”

“COWARDICE IS THE WHITE MAN’S SURVIVAL STRATEGY!” 
     — CONT’D from cover

There is a world of insight into jew power over both the government and the media in just 
those two short sentences. Use common sense. The commander-in-chief of the most pow-
erful nation on earth and the most prominent protestant in the world both agreed that (1) 
The Jews control the media, and are using that control to drag America “down the drain”, 
and (2) The U.S. president can not even inform the U.S. congress or the American people. 
In other words, the Jews are destroying our country and our race, but the president of the 
U.S. and so-called leader of the free world was too terrified of the Jews to even talk about 
it in public. If this doesn’t make your blood boil, than nothing ever will.

Since the president of the U.S. was too terrified of the Jews to tell the truth about them, 
surely you don’t expect senators, congressmen, legislators, generals, or gentiles working 
for the Jewish-media to. They are all forced to be cowards for fear of the Jews.

We should never feel the least bit uncomfortable calling the U.S. government by it’s 
proper name: The Jewish Occupation Government, or JOG for short. It’s the only true 
name that fits. The 1972 “ Jewish stranglehold on the media” has now, over 3 decades 
later, become a death grip on both the media and government.

And so now you know why America is flooded with tens-of-millions of colored aliens 
with tens-of-millions more on the way; why millions of American jobs are shipped to 
foreign countries; why the government legalized the abortion murders of over 35 million 
White gentile infants; why faggots have been legalized; why White gentile Americans 
have become 2nd class citizens and discriminated against; why Christian prayers and the 
Christian bible were kicked out of public schools; why the government and media work 
together to exterminate the White race; why we fight and finance Jew wars to protect Is-
rael and world Jewry; why our government is turning us over to a one world government; 
and all the other insanities that are destroying our freedoms, liberties, national sovereignty, 
and our very Race! You also now know why there is virtually no White resistance to these 
insanities.

The U.S. government and the establishment media are our enemies because they are con-
trolled by jews. It’s as simple as that. So never forget it.

For up to date news and commentary from a white perspective, I recommend             
www.govnn.com and www.davidduke.com. Also my own website, www.whty.org, for a 
bit of white power inspiration. An uncensored internet discussion forum, sponsored by 
Alex Linder and his Vanguard News Network, whose members financed this newspaper, 
is at www.vnnforum.com – (Be prior informed of adult language). And of course, feel free 
to phone me anytime – 417-463-7703. Or write: PO Box 3861, Springfield, MO 65808. I 
dare you.
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By Lawrence Auster
FrontPageMagazine.com | Thursday, May 03, 2007

Like Ahab's search for the Great White Whale, liberals' search for the Great White 
Defendant is relentless and never-ending.  When, in 1988, Tawana Brawley's and Al 
Sharpton's then year-old spectacular charge that several white men including prosecu-
tor Steven Pagones (whose name Brawley had picked out of a newspaper article) had 
abducted and raped the 15 year old was shown to be completely false, the Nation said it 
didn't matter, since the charges expressed the essential nature of white men's treatment 
of black women in this country. When the Duke University lacrosse players were ac-
cused of raping a black stripper last year, liberals everywhere treated the accusation as 
fact, because, just as with the Nation and Tawana Brawley, the rape charge seemed  
to the minds of liberals to reflect the true nature of oppressive racial and sexual  
relations in America.

To see the real truth of the matter, let us take a look at the Department of Justice docu-
ment Criminal Victimization in the United States, 2005. (Go to the linked document, 
and under "Victims and Offenders" download the pdf file for 2005.)

In Table 42, entitled "Personal crimes of violence, 2005, percent distribution of single-
offender victimizations, based on race of victims, by type of crime and perceived race 
of offender," we learn that there were 111,590 white victims and 36,620 black victims 
of rape or sexual assault in 2005. (The number of rapes is not distinguished from those 
of sexual assaults; it is maddening that sexual assault, an ill-defined category that cov-
ers various types of criminal acts ranging from penetration to inappropriate touching, 
is conflated with the more specific crime of rape.) In the 111,590 cases in which the 
victim of rape or sexual assault was white, 44.5 percent of the offenders were white, 
and 33.6 percent of the offenders were black. In the 36,620 cases in which the victim 
of rape or sexual assault was black, 100 percent of the offenders were black, and 0.0 
percent of the offenders were white. The table explains that 0.0 percent means that there 
were under 10 incidents nationally.

The table does not gives statistics for Hispanic victims and offenders. But the bottom 
line on interracial white/black and black/white rape is clear:

In the United States in 2005, 37,460 white females were sexually assaulted or raped 
by a black man, while between zero and ten black females were sexually assaulted 
or raped by a white man.

What this means is that every day in the United States, over one hundred 
white women are raped or sexually assaulted by a black man.

The Department of Justice statistics refer, of course, to verified reports. According to 
the Wikipedia article on rape, as many as half of all rape charges nationally are deter-
mined by police and prosecutors to be false:

    Linda Fairstein, former head of the New York County District Attorney's Sex Crimes 
Unit, noted, "There are about 4,000 reports of rape each year in Manhattan. Of these, 
about half simply did not happen.... It's my job to bring justice to the man who has 
been falsely accused by a woman who has a grudge against him, just as it's my job to 
prosecute the real thing." 

No wonder there was such absolute belief in the guilt of the Duke students among the 
leading sectors of liberal America. A drug-addled, half-deranged, promiscuous black 
stripper accused three young white men of raping her. There are virtually zero rapes of 
black women by white men in the United States, and half of all rape charges against 
specific individuals turn out to be false. But in the gnostic, inverted world of liberal 
demonology, the white students had to be guilty.

Here’s the Shocking Proof: 
Although Blacks only account for 12% of the U.S. population 
37,460 Reported Black Rapes or Sexual Assaults on Whites –
Less than 10 White sexual attacks on Black women!

Official U.S. Justice Department Crime Report - 2005) 

Meanwhile, in the real America, week after week, the newspapers report the rapes 
of white women by black men—though, of course, without ever once using the 
words, "a white woman was raped by black man." Just last week in the New York 
Post there was a story about a serial black rapist who invaded women's apartments 
on Manhattan's Upper West Side; you knew the rapist was black from a police 
drawing accompanying the story, and you knew the victims were most likely white 
from the neighborhoods where the attacks occurred.  

But even when news media's reports of black on white rape make the race of the 
perpetrator evident (which the media only does in a minority of instances), no 
explicit reference is ever made to the racial aspect of the case. Each story of black 
on white rape is reported in isolation, not presented as part of a larger pattern. There 
is never the slightest mention of the fact that white women in this country are being 
targeted by black rapists. In the inverted world of liberalism, the phenomenon does 
not exist. 

“The Truth of Interracial Rape in the U.S.”

www.govnn.com
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WHEN IS ENOUGH, ENOUGH?
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By Michael Santomauro | August 11th, 2006 
Source: Ziopedia.org

“The Jews are responsible for all the wars in the world.” 
— Mel Gibson 

Was He Drinking? 
 
“Get hold of fifty of the wealthiest Jewish financiers, the 
men who are interested in making wars for their own 
profit. Control them, and you will put an end to it all.” 
— Henry Ford, father of the automobile industry, the 
Cleveland News, 20th September 1923. 

Are These Jews Anti-Semitic?

    “We are at the bottom, not merely of the latest Great War, but of nearly all your wars; 
not only of the Russian, but of every other major Revolution in, your history . . . We did it 
solely with the irresistible might of our spirit, with ideas and propaganda.” — A Real Case 
Against the Jews by the Jewish writer and Rothschild biographer, Marcus Eli Ravage, 
Century Magazine, January 1928, Volume 115, Number 3, pages 346-350.

    ‘There is scarcely an event in modern Europe that cannot be traced back to the Jews. 
We Jews are today nothing else but the World’s seducers, its destroyers, its incendiaries, 
its executioners.’ — By the Jewish scholar, Oscar Levy; in his preface to G. Lane-Fox Pitt 
Rivers, The World Significance of the Russian Revolution.

    ‘Thanks to the terrible power of our International Banks, we have forced the Christians 
into wars without number. Wars have a special value for Jews, since Christians massacre 
each other and make more room for us Jews. Wars are the Jews’ Harvest: The Jew banks 
grow fat on Christian wars. Over 100-million Christians have been swept off the face 
of the earth by wars, and the end is not yet.’ (Rabbi Reichorn, speaking at the funeral of 
Grand Rabbi Simeon Ben-Iudah, 1869, Henry Ford also noted that: ‘It was a Jew who 
said, ‘Wars are the Jews’ harvest’; but no harvest is so rich as civil wars.’)

SOMBART, WERNER. 20th century German economist:

    “Capitalism was born from the money loan. Money lending contains the root idea of 
capitalism. Turn to the pages of the TALMUD and you will find that the Jews made an art 
of lending money. They were taught early to look for their chief happiness in the posses-
sion of money. They fathomed all the secrets that lay hid in money. They became Lords of 
Money and Lords of the World…”

Sombart, not Marx, coined the term Capitalism. He wrote many books, including The 
Jews and Modern Capitalism. President Bill Clinton’s mentor, Professor Carroll Quigley 
of Georgetown University, whose magnum opus Tragedy and Hope (1966) praises the 
New World Order and its Dark Lords:

    “There does exist and has existed for a generation, an international … network which 
operates, to some extent, in the way the radical right believes the Communists act. In 
fact, this network, which we may identify as the Round Table Groups, has no aversion to 
cooperating with the Communists, or any other groups and frequently does so. I know of 
the operations of this network because I have studied it for twenty years and was permitted 
for two years, in the early 1960s, to examine its papers and secret records. I have no aver-
sion to it or to most of its aims and have, for much of my life, been close to it and to many 
of its instruments. I have objected, both in the past and recently, to a few of its policies… 
but in general my chief difference of opinion is that it wishes to remain unknown, and I 
believe its role in history is significant enough to be known.”

Sombart admired the Jews and their relentless drive for political and economic hege-
mony and his works were first praised as philo-semitic and Jewish students flocked to his 
classes. But later when they realized the facts exposed their schemes, Sombart was labeled 
“pro-Nazi” and forgotten down the Memory Hole.

    “It is useless to insist upon the differences which proceed from this opposition 
between the two different views in the respective attitudes of the pious Jew and 
the pious Christian regarding the acquisition of wealth. While the pious Christian, 
who had been guilty of usury, was tormented on his death-bed by the tortures of 
repentance and was ready to give up all that he owned, for the possessions unjustly 
acquired were scorching his soul, the pious Jews, at the end of his days looked with 
affection upon his coffers and chests filled to the top with the accumulated sequins 
taken during his long life from poor Christians and even from poor Moslems; a sight 
which could cause his impious heart to rejoice, for every penny of interest enclosed 
therein was like a sacrifice offered to his God.” (Werner Sombart, Les Juifs et la vie 
economique, p. 286; Cited in The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte 
Leon De Poncins, p. 164)

    ‘The principal characteristic of the Jewish religion consists in its being alien to the 
Hereafter, a religion, as it were, solely and essentially worldly.’ (Werner Sombart, 
Les Juifs et la vie economique, p. 286; Cited in The Secret Powers Behind Revolu-
tion, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p. 164)

    ‘It is really time to give up once and for all the legend according to which the 
Jews were obliged during the European middle ages, and above all ’since the Cru-
sades,’ to devote themselves to usury because all others professions were closed to 
them. The 2000 year old history of Jewish usury previous to the Middle ages suffices 
to indicate the falseness of this historic conclusion. But even in that which concerns 
the Middle Ages and modern times the statements of official historiography are far 
from agreeing with the reality of the facts. It is not true that all careers in general 
were closed to the Jews during the middle ages and modern times, but they preferred 
to apply themselves to the lending of money on security. This is what Bucher has 
proved for the town of Frankfort on- the-Maine, and it is easy to prove it for many 
other towns and other countries. Here is irrefutable proof of the natural tendencies of 
the Jews for the trade of money-lenders; in the Middle ages and later we particularly 
see governments striving to direct the Jews towards other careers without succeed-
ing.’ (Warner Sombart, Les Juifs et la vie economique, p. 401; The Secret Powers 
Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p. 167-168)

    ‘Man can only experience good or evil in this world; if God wishes to 
punish or reward he can only do so during the life of man. It is therefore here 
below that the just must prosper and the impious suffer.’ (Kadmi Kohen: 
Nomades, F. Alcan, Paris, 1929 p. 277; The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, 
by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p. 164)

 “Get hold of fifty of the wealthiest Jewish  
financiers and you will put an end to all wars”

NARRATIVE by Glenn Miller ... Illustration by DeesIllustration.com

It is a criminal offense in Germany and in most western countries to even question 
Hollywood’s version of “the holocaust”, much less deny “the holocaust” actually 
happened. 15,000 Germans were prosecuted last year alone, and many rot in prison 
now. For details and extensive proof, go to www.zundelsite.org.

Who, but the severely brainwashed, can be led to believe any crime actually oc-
curred, when it’s a criminal offense for the defendant to publicly state a denial or 
to even question the allegation? Is it not the same as a defendant in court with tape 
over his mouth?

Thanks to over 60 years of Hollywood’s anti-German campaign of hate, the very 
words “German”, and “Aryan” have become synonymous with evil. In other 
words, our very name “Aryan” is one of the most hated words on the planet. 
And the vast majority of White Americans have Germanic blood flowing through 
their veins. Now go to www.govnn.com and to www.goyfire.com and get your-
selves jew-wise so you can become an asset to your people rather than remain 
an accomplice of the jews and their systematic genocide against your race. 

There are no bad neighborhoods, only bad people. Detroit used to be known 
as the Paris of the Midwest back when it was full of functional White men. 
Today, 90% negro, it has reverted to cold jungle. - Alex Linder

QUOTES
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www.GOVNN.com
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by Ben Dayir

We are planning to invade your ancestral homelands, little by little, and to facilitate 
this, we have the full cooperation of your controlled media and government, academia, 
and law enforcement organizations. While we, personally, do not control any of these 
entities ourselves, we are profiting endlessly from the crypto-Marxist system put in 
place many decades ago by an ethnic “fifth column” which operates with complete im-
punity at all levels of your political, academic, and media culture. Their interference in 
the natural development of your constitutional republics has been indispensable to our 
efforts to wrest from you the control of everything that you’ve struggled to build and 
maintain over the last century. Indeed, were it not for them, none of our present plans 
would have even been possible.

By carefully controlling and managing the schools, universities, media, and press, this 
“out group” has managed to convince the great bulk of your racial kinsmen that not 
only is resistance futile, but that it is immoral, barbaric, depraved, and unworthy of a 
“thinking” individual. By promoting the stereotype of a “racist redneck resistance”, 
they have made the idea of a struggle for White Identity a veritable sin in the minds of 
nearly every White person. In short: they have convinced European-derived peoples 
that a prolonged suicide is preferable to the unmitigated evil of “racism”.
While doing this, they have pushed, inch by inch, to open the borders of ALL White 
nations to our own sullen masses, throwing open the gates to invasion while assuring 
the public that “race doesn’t matter”. Since race, in fact, DOES matter (and no one 
knows it better than We), they have likewise put into place a totalitarian system of 
“hate speech” and “hate crime” laws, to further alienate and penalize those few Whites 
who might harbor some simmering resentments at the increasing decay of their society 
and culture. All of this is in keeping with the far-reaching plans of this particular ethnic 
“out group”, and has been sometimes referred to as the “Long March”.

The Out Group, who maintains a sense of racial cohesiveness hitherto unknown 
among even the most tightly-knit of all dispersed human peoples, maintains a grip 
on the press and electronic media that is nearly monopolistic in its all-encompassing 
reach. Since they are so thoroughly in control of these organs for the dissemination of 
propaganda, they are in the best position to spread hostility against the White peoples 
of Europe and America, inciting the minority against the majority in these lands: Black 
against White, Latino against White, Asian against White, Arab against White, Indian 
against White, and so on, and so forth.

This is facilitated by decades of brainwashing, beginning in early school years, 
portraying Whites not as the builders of a great civilization, or the admirable leaders 
of the Free World, but in a lopsided, entirely slanted way as oppressors, enslavers, 
genocidal “Nazis”, southern Klansmen, imperialistic Colonials, and toothless hillbil-
lies just itching for a chance to lynch the first colored individual that comes along. This 
brainwashing not only inflames the minorities in these now racially-mixed “schools”, 
but also inculcates a sense of “White guilt” that the Out Group finds particularly useful 
in maintaining control.

Hence, you Whites have become a neutered, egoless herd of cattle, easily manipulated 
and posing no threat to the Out Group, who live in perpetual terror of your ever wak-
ing up to their plans. The Out Group has a long-running resentment and fear of White 
civilization, and thus have worked within that civilization to undermine its cohesion 
and sense of purpose. The promotion of homosexuality, pornography, drugs, divorce, 
illicit sex, moral relativism, atheism, communism, gun control, “anti-racism”, and 
“civil rights”, has been the greatest boon to this subversive faction, who are but a tiny 
minority among you, but who wield awesome, incomparable power.

Thus, in light of the fact that you are socially, morally, mentally, intellectually, and 
even legally castrated, We, the teeming masses of the Third World who thirst for what 
you have and what we can never obtain, are going to finally swamp your once noble 
and advanced societies, your pristine cities and unsullied neighborhoods, and rape 
your countries for everything they are worth.

We are going to move in, right under your noses, and set our churches, mosques, syna-
gogues, and strange gods up in place of your own.  

“Letter to the White Race”— CONT’D from cover

We will ensure that OUR celebrations and festivities and holidays are observed, while 
YOURS are erased from the pages of history.

We will drain the public coffers of welfare, food stamps, and all forms of social aid avail-
able. We will swamp your children’s schools, change the language in which lessons are 
taught, form street gangs to terrorize and torment your family, steal, vandalize, harass, 
threaten, and cajole you until we get what WE want.

That it will be entirely at your expense is irrelevant to us.

We will beat and murder your sons; we will rape your wives and daughters.

We kill twelve Americans every day; your government could care less.
We have shut down hospitals with our teeming numbers. We have flooded the streets, 
demanding “special rights” for those millions of us that are here illegally.

We nearly had your major politicians ready to grant all of us an “amnesty” in the name 
of “diversity” and “equal rights”. We are filling up the ranks for unskilled labor. We are 
raping pre-teens. We are doing the jobs Americans won’t do.

As your global economy crumbles, and it gets harder and harder to feed your families, 
as your birthrate plummets and you face the eventual dispossession of the country your 
forefathers founded for YOU and YOUR posterity, just remember: there is nothing you 
can do to stop us. The Out Group has made sure that the law is on OUR side, not yours. 
No matter how piffling your criticism of us is, the Out Group will use their media to 
label you with shocking epithets and broad smears: racist, hater, bigot, neo-Nazi, nativist, 
White supremacist, domestic terrorist, etc.

If we want to, we can assault and kill you with near impunity. The media will not report 
it, and if they do, they will place the blame for the assault squarely on YOUR shoulders, 
not ours. In Jena, Louisiana, a White boy was beaten mercilessly by six black criminals. 
The media made the criminals into the victims.

We watch these developments carefully, and we like what we see. Soon, you will be a 
minority even in your own homelands (you are already a minority worldwide), and we 
will continue to squeeze and squeeze until there is nothing left of you. We will crush your 
countries, your cultures, and eventually, we will snuffle out your lives.

Beethoven, Mozart, Shakespeare, and all other bourgeois manifestations of your high 
culture will be vanquished forever. All of your legends and heroes will be spat upon, 
purged, and finally forgotten. Your cultural folkways will be transgressions; your identity 
will become a crime.
We come for your JOBS, your MONEY, your WOMEN, and eventually your LIVES. It 
will not be much longer now.

In closing, We, the huddled masses of the Third World yearning to “breathe free”, would 
like to thank the Out Group, the media monopolists and political plunderers who made all 
of this possible. We wish them well, and we know they wish us well, just as long as we 
don’t trespass upon their own homeland, which they stole fair and square several decades 
ago.

Adios, White man! You had a good, long run, but your day is over, and ours is just begin-
ning. Your empire is at an end, and your race is no longer wanted here. We’ll have our 
fun with you while you still hang on by a thread, but soon, the thread will be cut, and the 
abyss yawns beneath you and the civilization your kind spawned.

Besides, many of you are even anticipating this with something akin to sick glee. After 
all, that’s how the TV set told them to feel. The brainwashing is almost complete, and the 
sheep are in line to shear.

Have a nice day!

 
When you see a growing brown blotch on your skin, White man, do you say, “Oh, good 
-- diversity!” No, you go to the doctor for a cancer checkup. 
Same way with your country. - Alex Linder

QUOTES
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 White Racists are evil. We hate White people. We hate our ancestors and our 
heritage. White Christians have enslaved and oppressed the great Black Race. They made 
Blacks live in slums and designed IQ tests to make this dynamic Race of inventors, explor-
ers, and builders of civilization seem stupid. We love the Blacks and their high culture! 
 My wife and I had a doctor sterilize us so we couldn’t have any white-devil chil-
dren. Now we are adopting Black kids to correct society’s injustices. 
 Someday all people in the world will be one mixed race and love each other like 
we do. Of course, we’ll have to eliminate those Rotten Whites... Rotten Whites... 
Rotten Whites... Rotten Whites... Rotten Whites... Rotten Whites...  Rotten Whites...  Rotten Whites... 

Oy, These are good Goyim! They 
parrot what we teach them on TV          

and in our movies

www.vnnforum.com

YOU DONT MAKE ANYTHING BETTER BY ADDING  
30 MILLION MEXICANS TO IT... DO YOU?

 

Here are some racist quotes from Aztlan nationalists:

“Go back to Boston! Go back to Plymouth Rock, Pilgrims! Get 
out! We are the future. You are old and tired. Go on. We have 
beaten you. Leave like beaten rats. You old white people. It is 
your duty to die. Through love of having children, we are going
to take over.” - Augustin Cebada, Brown Berets 

“They’re afraid we’re going to take over the governmental insti-
tutions and other
institutions. They’re right. We will take them over. We are here 
to stay.” - Richard Alatorre, Los Angeles City Councilman

“We have an aging white America. They are not making babies. 
They are dying. The explosion is in our population ... I love it. 
They are shitting in their pants with fear. I love it!”  
- Professor Jose Angel Gutierrez, University of Texas

“Remember 187-proposition to deny taxpayer funds for service 
to non-citizens was the last gasp of white America in California.”  
- Art Torres, Chairman of the California Democratic Party 

“We are politicizing every single one of these new citizens that 
are becoming citizens of this country ... I gotta tell you that a lot 
of people are saying, ‘I’m going to go out there and vote because 
I want to pay them back.’” 
 - Gloria Molina, Los Angeles County Supervisor 

“California is going to be a Hispanic state. Anyone who doesn’t 
like it should leave.” - Mario Obledo, California Coalition of 
Hispanic Organizations and California State Secretary of Health, 
Education and Welfare under Governor Jerry Brown; also 
awarded  
the “Presidential Medal of Freedom” by President Bill Clinton 

“We are practicing ‘La Reconquista’ in California.” 
 - Jose Pescador Osuna, Mexican Consul General  
 
“We need to avoid a white backlash by using codes understood 
by Latinos.” - Professor Fernando Guerra, Loyola Marymount 
University

“The American Southwest seems to be slowly returning to the 
jurisdiction of Mexico without firing a single shot.” 
 - Excelsior, the national newspaper of Mexico

In Their Own Words...

THE JEWS BEHIND OBAMA: 
Rahm Emanuel 

An Israeli citizen. His father was a member of the  
militant Zionist Terrorist group, Irgun. His father was among the crew 

 that blew up the King David Hotel which killed 90 people.

 
 
 

While homeless encampments are springing up all around  
America our government keeps handing out work permits  

to 138,000 foreigners each month!
 

 Pictured - the tent city in Sacramento.
663,000 U.S. Jobs Lost in March  

- 138,000 More Foreign Workers Given Work Permits
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by TAA Staff

...You reading this are probably unaware that it is against 
the law in most European countries, Canada and Australia 
too, to criticize entire groups of people. Men wake up in jail 
today in Germany and France and England for factual state-
ments they’ve made, for opinions they hold.  
 
Not very American, eh? 

Certainly couldn’t happen here, right? Wrong.  
 
The ADL, America’s original and most successful hate 
group, is bent on passing the same group-libel laws in America already on the books 
in Europe and the former British Empire.  
The practical meaning? The canceling of the First Amendment.  
 
Right to free speech -- gone. 
 
In its place, government bureacrats already compiling “hate crime” statistics will add 
“speech crimes” to their prosecutorial agenda. When you can’t say what you think 
because it will land you in jail 
...I don’t know about you, average white reader, but to us here at TAA, that’s tyranny. 
 
Under the speech codes Big Jew envisions, it would be illegal, for example, for a 
Christian preacher to quote Bible verses condemning homosexuality.
 
The first (U.S.) kernel popped last last year in Pennsylvania. ADL’s national execu-
tive board member, Lynne Abraham, D.A. of Philadelphia, arrested 11 Christians as 
hate criminals. Her charge: Their preaching was “biased” against homosexuals. 
 

‘Anti’ Defamation League (ADL):  
The First Amendment’s Worst Enemy

Abraham Foxman
Shredding White lives

 They were “hate criminals” because they used an “instrument of crime” (a mega-
phone) to express “hate speech,” (Bible verses) against homosexuals. How did we 
reach a position in which a lofty 2% dictates to a lowly 98%?
 
 Perhaps it has it something to do with jews’ complete domination of not only 
media but law.

 It would seem so. 

It’s not just Christian preachers who need worry, although the history of the ADL-
equivalent’s takeover of Russia, and subsequent murder of tens of thousands of 
priests -- and tens of millions of White men -- shows unmistakeably the ADL’s 
murderous antipathy toward our race. Let’s say you wanted to discuss crime. In 
an argument, or article, you adduced some of Jared Taylor’s newly updated “The 
Color of Crime” statistics at amren.com .
 
This, too, would be illegal. For you to quote, “The single best indicator of violent 
crime levels in an area is the percentage of the population that is black and His-
panic,” could land you in jail.  

But it’s true! Yes -- but “truth is no defense,” as a jew said up in Canada when a 
White man was tried under the laws the ADL proposes for America. As we went to 
press, at least 30 House Republicans signed off the jews’ latest “hate crime” bill, 
extending special privileges to homos. 

Fight now, White man, or die later, when they make criticism of jews a capital 
crime, as in their USSR

  
    By Harmony Grant | 11 Feb 09 | www.truthtellers.org
     
    As we wait to see if the noose of hate crime laws will 
lynch American freedoms, other nations already suffer 
the chokehold. President Obama backs HR 262 and 256, 
two ominous “anti-hate” bills (See video Hate Bill Lies: 
Exposed! and article ADL’s New ‘Trojan Horse’ Hate Bill 
at www.truthtellers.org) that will strangle US free speech 
rights, especially for Christians, conservatives, and any-
one who criticizes a federally protected group.

    Canadians, Brits, and too many others are already 
gripped by these laws. They squeeze the jugular of the 
public square, gagging anyone who expresses certain 
politically forbidden beliefs. Much of Europe now looks 
more like a Mideast dictatorship than a free Western na-
tion.

    Unless we can stop it, the federal hate law will break 
America’s neck the same way.

    Consider the insanity.

    In Britain, a senior diplomat—who served in the Mideast “and is considered an 
expert on the area”—was arrested for yelling at the TV while riding an exercise bike 
at the gym. He was watching a news report about Israel pounding the people of Gaza 
in their military assault. I guess the incredible injustice hit him a little too hard. I’ve 
had the same reaction while watching news at the gym; anger makes really good 
cardio.

    Apparently, gym staff and members heard him shout “f***ing Israelis, f***ing 
Jews,” and also that Israeli soldiers should be “wiped off the face of the earth.” He 
was probably viewing infants and mothers whose homes were decimated, maybe 
bloodied men carried from exploding walls during the 22-day siege that destroyed 
the homes of 30,000 Palestinians and killed more than 1,330. Yeah, that could pro-
voke a reaction.

    The diplomat was later arrested and now faces up to seven years in prison, a fine, 
or both!  

    What kind of country arrests someone for an explosion of righteous anger, how-
ever crudely expressed? What kind of country arrests someone for their words? I’ll 
tell you: a country bound and gagged by Jewish-inspired “anti-hate” laws. Of course, 
these laws don’t apply to all hate. Do you think the diplomat would be in trouble if 
he yelled at a report about “homophobic” Christians or yelled “f***ing Klansmen” 
at a news spot on skinheads? Hardly. No, he’s in trouble because he blurted his hon-
est response to Jewish evil—his state’s sacred cow.

    A few other protected groups are also off limits, including Muslims and homosex-
uals. Whether criticism comes in a film or newspaper column or is shouted out with 
expletives doesn’t really matter. You can expect a knock at the door and an arrest 
warrant if you speak out.

    Just ask Geert Wilders, a Dutch politician being prosecuted for his critique of 
Islam. In 2008 Wilders released a 10-minute, self-produced film, “Fitna.” Most of 
the film is made of quotes from the Koran and scenes of an Imam calling for Jews’ 
deaths. Now Wilders is being prosecuted for hate speech, six months after the court 

“HATE LAWS: ROPE AROUND OUR THROATS”
declared his speech valid. It changed its mind and he 
again faces possible prison time. Already his freedom 
is curtailed: Wilders needs constant police protection 
because of all the death threats he gets and can no longer 
travel abroad unless the destination government promises 
in writing not to extradite him for trial.

    An insightful Haverford College student colum-
nist points out that “the Amsterdam court claimed that 
[Wilders] was liable for prosecution because the offense 
generated by his ‘one-sided generalizations’ outweighed 
his right to free speech.

    “‘One-sided generalizations’ is a phrase more com-
monly found on professors’ comments on student essays 
than in criminal proceedings and would certainly justify 
a grade reduction. That it could also justify arrest and 
prosecution is laughable. That a modern, democratic na-
tion can use ‘hate speech’ and ‘human rights’ legislation 
as a weapon of repression is frightening. (Another charge 

against Mr. Wilders was ‘insulting Muslim worshippers.’)”

    This defense of democratic freedoms shouldn’t be hidden in the column of a college 
sophomore. Americans of all political stripes and in all positions should be jamming our 
lawmakers’ phones to protest that an “anti-hate” (anti-free speech) bill even made it into 
our legislative halls. We should shout from every column, podcast, and blog that these 
laws are turning Western nations into Soviet-style police states where citizens face jail 
time if they speak their minds!

    But that isn’t happening. The alarms aren’t sounding. Even now, nearly five weeks 
after the federal hate crimes bills were introduced into the new Democrat-controlled 
Congress, the most influential Christian/conservative “watchdog” group in America, 
Focus on the Family, has published no alert. And so the noose inches closer to the jugular 
of our republic.

    Canadians also, like the British and Dutch, squirm in the torturous grip of their own 
federal hate laws, with conservatives trying to repeal its harshest points. Canadians have 
been threatened by police just for seeking to distribute Christian fliers; they have been 
arraigned for newspaper columns; they have been fined for republishing Bible verses! 
Conservatives who want to take back freedom have already had their legs kicked out 
from under them.

    If Americans want to avoid the same death of freedom, we should protest before the 
rope is knotted, before the “anti-hate” bills pass. If we don’t, any citizen—especially 
conservatives, especially Christians—can expect arrest for forbidden words uploaded to 
YouTube, religious concern expressed in a Letter to the Editor… or banned emotions we 
blurt at the gym.

 
All hatred of jews is based on jewish behavior. Otherwise hating jews would be as 
irrational as hating the Amish. Does anybody hate the Amish for being Amish? No. 
Well, they’re a tiny minority too. Their colonies are found all over the world, just 
like jews. Most people like the Amish, find them quaint or wholesome. Most people 
dislike jews, find them liars and whiners. What’s the difference between Amish and 
jews? Their behavior. - Alex Linder

QUOTES
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by Joe Kowalski  
www.castefootball.us 
(1/28/09)

The Best Five Fights for 
White Boxers
pictured: Ricky Hatton

One of the paradoxes of the 
white domination of boxing 
from middleweight to heavy-
weight is that we hold 17 of 
the 20 belts in this weight 
range, yet only two whites are 

counted among the top 10 pound-for-pound fighters in the world. Joe Cal-
zaghe and Ricky Hatton have achieved elite status, and several other white 
fighters look to make that same leap in 2009. Here are the fights that could 
help the wider public realize to what extent whites are rulers of the ring.

1. Ricky Hatton v. Manny Pacquiao

This on-again, off-again match is now on again. Pacquiao is the consensus 
top pound-for-pound fighter in the sport after moving up two weight classes 
and stopping Oscar Dela Hoya in December. But Ricky is clearly the best 
fighter at 140. Knockout wins over future Hall of Famers Kostya Tszyu and 
Jose Luis Castillo put Hatton in the mainstream, yet most know him for being 
stopped by Floyd Mayweather in 2007. The Pacquiao fight marks the second 
time Ricky has fought the top fighter in the game. Will Hatton be too big and 
aggressive for Manny? Was Dela Hoya shot and drained from coming in at 
his lowest weight in years? How much has new trainer Floyd Mayweather, 
Sr. added to Ricky’s defensive skills? These questions will be answered on 
May 2 in what will surely be the biggest fight of the year in boxing.

2. Wladimir Klitschko v. David Haye

At 32, Wlad is in his prime. While all observers rate him as the best heavy-
weight in boxing, none have him in their top 10 pound-for-pound list. His 
skin color is certainly a factor in this but another aspect is his competition - or 
lack thereof. Older brother Vitali is the only boxer who comes close to Wlad 
and the two said they will never fight. But former cruiserweight king David 
Haye has emerged as the new “Great Black Hope” of boxing. Actually, Haye 
is a mulatto from England. While he did dominate the cruiserweight divi-
sion, he will give up about 25 pounds and 4 inches of height to Wladimir. 
Moreover, Haye is a mouthy boxer who trashes the Klitschkos every chance 
he gets. The caste worshipers are hoping a nd praying that their boy can bring 
the title “home” but don’t count on it. A prime Wladimir will show - once 
again - who the real king is at heavyweight.

3. Joe Calzaghe v. Chad Dawson

Few could blame Calzaghe if he decides to retire. Consecutive victories over 
Mikkel Kessler, Bernard Hopkins and Roy Jones have cemented his name in 
boxing history. At 46-0, his place in the Hall of Fame is secure but there are 
still some doubters given the lack of other big names on his resume. Hop-
kins and Jones are two of the greatest boxers of this era but were allegedly 
past their primes when Joe fought them (though Joe is about the same age as 
Roy). Rumor has it that the Welshman wants one more fight before hang-
ing up the gloves. Chad Dawson is the obvious choice as he is a well-hyped, 
borderline top 10 pound-for pound-fighter. Beating a prime Dawson will end 
any complaints about Joe’s resume.

4. Kelly Pavlik v. Paul Williams

Along with Chad Dawson, these two are the only young American boxers who the 
experts seem to get excited about. Williams does have a victory over Antonio Mar-
garito but he also has an embarrassing loss to Carlos Quintana. Still, he is rated in 
the top 10 pound-for-pound by Yahoo. Pavlik has defeated Jermaine Taylor (twice) 
and Edison Miranda but fell out of the top 10 after losing to Bernard Hopkins last 
year in a bout held at 170 (10 pounds above the middleweight limit). This would 
seem to indicate the all-too--familiar pattern of whites having to go undefeated to 
get any credit, while blacks can lose a fight and not be badly penalized. If Williams 
beats Winky Wright and Pavlik beats Marco Antonio Rubio next month, the two 
could clash this summer. Williams will fight a bigger fighter for the first time and 
discover the difference between a welterweight and a middleweight. A win will put 
Kelly back in the elite of boxing -- where he belongs.

5. Vitali Klitschko v. Lennox Lewis

When these two giant heavyweights met in June 2003, few gave Vitali much of 
a chance. But Klitschko pressured Lewis from the opening bell and had him hurt 
several times. At the end of the 6th round the referee stopped the fight due to a 
horrendous cut suffered by Vitali. An exhausted Lewis was clearly relieved but 
the elder Klitschko was ready to continue and seemed on the verge of stopping the 
champion, who retired rather than fight a rematch. Klitschko keeps pressing for 
one and there is a slight chance Lennox will come out of retirement for one fight. 
After almost 6 years of being inactive he will have little chance of beating the 
Ukrainian. But the match will draw huge numbers and offer a huge payday to both 
fighters. It will also allow Klitschko to get his revenge.

“The Best Five Fights for White Boxers”

by J. B. Cash | www.castefootball.us 
Excerpt from article The Racial Caste System in Sports

Given this sort of systematic discrimination, it is little wonder that the perception that white 
men are poor athletes has become ingrained in the public mind. A closer look shows that 
this is not true. Whites dominate the Winter and Summer Olympics and dominate the vast 
majority of popular and not-so-popular sports.

In boxing for example, most of the top fighters are white. Whites currently hold 12 cham-
pionship belts out of a total of 20 from the middleweight division up. The heavyweight 
division especially is dominated by white fighters from Eastern Europe. You will never hear 
the mainstream press report on the white domination of boxing. Wladimir Klitschko, the 
heavyweight champion from Ukraine, routinely destroys one American “Great Black Hope” 
after another, which the corporate media greets with a collective yawn. The only discus-
sion of the domination of white boxers focuses on how “bad” the heavyweight division is 
(because no American blacks are able to compete).

The Olympic decathlon winner is generally considered the best all-round athlete in the 
world. That person is nearly always white. Frequently all the top decathletes are white. 
Yet this fact never seems to seep into the consciousness of a society shaped by movies like 
White Men Can’t Jump.

Even in sports like basketball, where blacks are the majority in the United States, white 
players are among the best. Steve Nash has won multiple Most Valuable Player awards. 
Dirk Nowitzki is one of the best players in the NBA. In international play in recent years, 
the usually all-black USA team is routinely beaten by Italian and Argentinean basketball 
teams made up almost entirely of white players. In America tens of thousands of white kids 
are enthusiastic high school and college basketball players. If the best black basketball play-
ers in the NBA are being regularly beaten by white teams in international competition, then 
why is the NBA 80 percent black year after year?

There are also many sports where only whites succeed. Hockey is perhaps the best-known 
example, but swimming, gymnastics, power-lifting, and wrestling, to name a few, are virtu-
ally all-white endeavors, even though every urban area has ice rinks, swimming pools, and 
gyms. Even in an area where blacks are said to have genetic advantages such as short sprint-
ing, whites compete, and some white runners, such as Jeremy Wariner in the 400-meters, are 
the world’s best.

During the 1960s and 1970s whites and blacks competed on a relatively equal basis in 
football. There were plenty of good white running backs and good black ones, good white 
receivers and good black ones. There were Russians who won the 100-meter sprint and 
black Americans who won. However, since the take-over of public discourse by the virulent 
anti-white agenda that dominates U.S. society, much of the American sports world has been 
turned over to non-whites.

“White-Dominated Sports”

www.CasteFootball.us looks at the racial dynamics of football and of 
sports in general. We have no sacred cows we worship, no taboo subjects 
we won’t discuss. We respect the fact that blacks make good football play-
ers. But we believe that by looking at football and sports overall through 
an objective lens rather than simply accepting the propaganda slant of the 
media, it is clear and obvious that whites are just as good as if not better 
athletes than blacks.
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By Nathanael Kapner
Source: Real Jew News | http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=380 

OBAMA’S STIMULUS PLAN IS A SCHEME hatched by Jewish finan-
cial insiders. Representing the interests of Wall Street’s Jewish financial 
institutions, a group of Zionist Jews, (loyal to Jewish interests before 
those of America), have been appointed by Obama as his economic advi-
sors:

Timothy Geithner: Treasury Secretary - Jewish.
Steven Rattner: Treasury Advisor For Auto Sector - Jewish.
Larry Summers: Economic Advisor to the President - Jewish.
Robert Rubin: Economic Advisor to the President - Jewish.
Alan Blinder: Economic Advisor to the President - Jewish.
Jason Furman: Director Of Economic Policy - Jewish.
Peter Orszag: Head of Budget - Jewish.
Jon Leibowitz: Chairman Of FTC - Jewish.

Adding to this list of Jewish-Zionists on Obama’s economic  
advisors team, is his administrative staff of Zionist Jews: 
 
Rahm Emanuel: Chief of Staff - Jewish.
David Axelrod: Senior Advisor to the President - Jewish.
Ronald Klain: Chief of Staff to the Vice President - Jewish.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OBAMA SIGNED HIS $787 BILLION STIMULUS PLAN into law 
on February 17, 2009. But the question is, will it work? Will Obama’s 
stimulus bill actually stimulate the economy? Many economic experts, 
such as Scott Walker, say that Obama’s stimulus “looks more like 25 
years of government expansion jammed into one bill than it does an ef-
fective stimulus plan.”

Obama’s stimulus plan is short on creating sustainable jobs & long 
on social goals that will not impact positively on economic activity. 
Obama’s stimulus is unfocused & spreads a lot of money around on so-
cial programs that will have no lasting impact on the American econo-
my. The thrust of tax-payers’ money will be used to fund not only social 
programs, but government-financed health care, education programs for 
the poor, digging ditches & rebuilding bridges, (how long can these jobs 
last?), and so-called green initiatives.

Obama’s stimulus bill also includes allocating billions in newly printed 
money by the Fed for food stamps, child care services, homeless shelters 
& soup kitchens, computerization of personal medical records, unem-
ployment insurance, community-based outreach programs, and job-
training for jobs that do not & will not exist due to intensified outsourc-
ing to China & India of both labour and hi-tech jobs. (Try calling United 
Airlines, McAfee Computer Services, and Western Union, and someone 
named Omar or Harshad will answer.)

AND MOST ALARMING OF ALL - Obama’s Stimulus bill gives a 
whopping $1 billion to Jewish social service providers who already are 
oozing in Jewish wealth.

In short, Obama’s stimulus plan will only delay the inevitable day of 
reckoning for the American people.

“Obama’s ‘Jewish Inspired’ Stimulus Will Not Work” THE SHYSTER BANKERS WIN - TAXPAYERS LOSE
 
“OBAMA’S STIMULUS & BAILOUT PLAN,”according to former Treasury Secretary, Paul Craig 
Roberts, “will redistribute wealth from American taxpayers to the shyster banksters who have de-
stroyed American jobs, ruined the retirement plans of tens of millions of Americans, and worsened the 
situation of millions of people worldwide who naively trusted American financial institutions.”

“The ongoing theft has simply been recast,” Roberts continues, “instead of using fraudulent financial 
instruments, the banksters are using government policy.”

Obama’s stimulus is a classic bait-and-switch. Once the highways are built and social-service case 
loads have increased, American tax payers, (what’s left of them who will have any income to pay taxes 
from), will be stuck with the bill to pay for and maintain the new roads and services.

Obama’s stimulus is also a bait-and-switch on employment. While the stimulus package creates fed-
eral and construction jobs, once the money runs out, those workers will lose their jobs. Even worse, 
most of the money is actually allocated for bailing out failed state and local governments. Then, after 
$135 billion in the federal aid gets spent, many states will be staring down budgetary black holes un-
less they initiate dramatic spending cuts by which many jobs will be eliminated.

AND WHO ARE THE WINNERS? The Jewish loan-sharks who own the private banking consor-
tium known as the Federal Reserve System and who enter billions of dollars out of thin air in their 
books and CHARGE INTEREST on their LOANS. 
 
BUT WHO ARE THE LOSERS? Hard working and willing-to-work Americans are the losers and 
will lose even more once the Jewish-owned Fed comes collecting for funding (with interest) Obama’s 
stimulus bill.
And the Zionist Jews, (who always remain wealthy during times of economic distress), along with 
their synagogue buddies at the Federal Reserve who are tied to the Rothschild global-banking elite, 
will be laughing all the way to their Jewish banks…

Pictured: Jewish Coalition Demands End of Immigration Enforcement
By Lawrence Auster

The Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS) has a project called Progress by Pesach:
 
    “Progress by Pesach is the national Jewish campaign to encourage the new administration and 
Congress to choose humanitarian immigration reform over the failed policy of exclusively relying 
on raids and enforcement tactics as a means of controlling immigration.Passover is a time when we 
celebrate our freedom from bondage and remember when we were strangers in a strange land. 
Connecting our history to the struggles of immigrants today is the inspiration behind Progress 
by Pesach.” [Emphasis added.]

Here are just a few of the many national Jewish organizations endorsing the project: the American 
Jewish Committee, the Anti-Defamation League, B’nai B’rith International, the Jewish Council for 
Public Affairs, the Jewish Reconstructionist Federation, the National Council of Jewish Women, the 
Rabbinical Assembly, the Union for Reform Judaism. (The full list is lengthy).

Thus a galaxy of national Jewish organizations supports this campaign to end workplace raids and 
other immigration enforcement, all under the rubric that “we [Jews] were strangers in the land of 
Egypt.”

What they are explicitly saying, as a national Jewish coalition, is that as Jews, they are required by 
their Jewish tradition to seek to undermine American law and sovereignty and allow America to be 
invaded by a mass immigration of illegal aliens.

I have said before that when Jews declare that as Jews they are required to strive for open borders, 
when as Jews they demand U.S. national suicide, that allows critics to criticize Jews as Jews, and 
not just as generic “liberals.” This is the strongest case of that nature I’ve ever seen.

“A galaxy of national Jewish organizations support the  
end of immigration enforcement”

 
What is a Jew? -- Not least, it’s a thing that doesn’t like to be called by its name. You 
can’t insult a Christian or a Muslim by calling him a Christian or a Muslim; you can 
insult a jew. Why? Because the scam doesn’t work unless the jew has the mark’s 
confidence. The mark loses confidence if he takes the jew for an outsider, an alien, 
a member of a hostile, predatory tribe. “British in public, yiddish in private.” That’s 
how jews do it. The jew is the creature that runs from its name, and that pretty much 
sums up its character. - Alex Linder

QUOTES



The country is broke and in debt over $12 trillion dollars. Depression II is here. What do 
you think blacks and hispanics will do when their welfare checks stop ?? Think Katrina plus 
Rodney King Riots multiplied by 100,000 and nationwide. So unite and organize with your 
White friends and neighbors NOW for mutual protection and survival before it’s too late. 
Prepare for what we all know is coming soon.

PREPARE NOW - UNITE & ORGANIZE
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Quotes:
 

14 Words:
“We must secure the existence of our people and a future for White children.”  - David Lane

Because the beauty of the White Aryan woman must not perish from the earth.   

“He who has learned the jew, but refuses to warn his people  
of the jewish menace, is an accomplice of the jews and an accessory  

in the jewish enslavement and genocide of his own people”

“Trying to understand the world without learning the jews 
 is like trying to understand a law book

without knowing the alphabet.”

“No way out but through the jews.”

“

”

Web Sites For White People 
 
• www.GOVNN.com     
• www.DAVIDDUKE.com 
• www.WHTY.org   
• www.NEWSNET14.com
• www.RESIST.COM 
• www.SOLARGENERAL.com  
• www.WHITECIVILRIGHTS.com
• www.CONSPIRACYPENPAL.com 
• www.NEWNATION.org

White Internet Forum Links 

• www.VNNFORUM.com  
• www.NNNFORUM.org

White Multi-Media: 
 
• www.GOVNN.com/media 
• www.PODBLANC.com   
• www.WNTUBE.net
 

KEEP YOURSELF PURE 
 
 
 

 
KEEP YOURSELF WHITE


